PHOTOGRAPHS

Study Area (ward no.10)

Entrance of the study area
Teacher with her Students

A Govt. Sponsored School of the Study Area
A by lane of the study area

A Big Temple
ANOTHER VEGETABLE VENDOR
A Temple situated in by lane

A HOUSE TEMPLE
TEMPLE IN THE STUDY AREA

TEMPLE IN THE STUDY AREA
A woman cleaning her utensils

Inside of a room of Slum area
OLD WOMEN IN THE STUDY AREA
A Medicine Bottle maker

A kitchen of a family

211
A local club of the study area

A local Health Centre of the study area

212
THE FIELD AREA HEALTH CENTRE

A local Health Centre of the study area

THE FIELD AREA HEALTH CENTRE
A KITCHEN OF A FAMILY

A woman tea shop keeper
Common sanitation system
A BY LANE OF STUDY AREA
WATER AND DRAINAGE SYSTEM
SPREADING WOMEN EDUCATION
A SCHOOL

A LIBRARY

EDUCATION

221
THE TITANIC CLUB OF FIELD AREA

Leisure

222
THE SHYAM PUKUR POLICE STATION

223
The researcher with his Informants

224
THE RESEARCHER’S STUDY AREA AND INFORMANTS